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Businesses are increasingly looking for new ways to be more sustainable 
and include natural elements into the workplace.

Sustainability is an area we as an organisation strive to improve on and 
contribute to where possible, from recycling and energy saving to cycling 
or walking to work, and of course, in the work we do with our partners.

We believe design and clear processes have the potential to act as a 
catalyst for improving sustainability and pushing boundaries, to make a 
significant difference in the future, for our planet and all who inhabit it.

On collaboration and flexible spaces; companies are now embracing current 
thinking about agile working and collaboration areas. Investing in 
creating alternative spaces for people to work and collaborate with 
colleagues and clients.

By creating the right environment and choosing appropriate furniture, these 
areas can provide stimulation and a focal point of interest; a communal 
heart. They can enhance the company brand, and most importantly, help 
facilitate improved communication and innovation.

We hope you enjoy reading our collection of reviews and thoughts. We’d 
love to hear any feedback for future editions.
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Research has proven that our attention 
capacity is restored when we come 
into contact with nature. 

In education spaces, being able to 
connect with nature is proven to 
result in increased rates of learning, 
concentration levels and attendance.

Nurture is a range of contemporary 
collection of classroom, stacking, 
canteen and conference chairs adding 
vitality to working spaces.

Nurture
your 
environment
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Concern for the environment and the connection 
humans have with it, is an integral and fundamental 
part of Titan’s corporate business strategy and this 
reflects in their products. The idea behind creating a 
range such as Nurture is rooted in research proving 
that the rates of learning, concentration levels and 
attendance are increased by up to 25% in spaces that 
are connected to nature. 

The Nurture range is crafted from layers of premium 
beech veneer, which is environmentally appropriate 
and certified by the forest stewardship council. The 
range includes a four-legged, black frame, stacking 
chair and a swivel chair to suit every classroom need.

The biophilic design of Nurture focuses on humans’ 
innate attraction to nature and natural processes. 
The combination of this design in a classroom setting 
is incredibly appealing as it subtly adds an element 
of wellness that you wouldn’t get by sitting on a 
chair wrapped in a synthetic material. The fact a 
child’s learning can be enriched by such a simple 
concept is exciting.

Why is Biophilia important and relevant today?

Biophilia refers to the love that a person may have 
for nature and all the natural processes that take place 
in nature. Biophilia suggests that all individuals are 
connected to nature as a result of their genetics. 

The connection between individuals and their natural 
surroundings is created as a result of thousands of 
years of surviving in an agrarian setting.

Biophilia was first brought to the scene by psychologists 
Edward Wilson in the 80s after observing how 
modernisation and urbanisation were causing people 
to lose their connection to nature. 

As technology continues to become commonplace 
in today’s contemporary society, the importance of 
Biophilia today cannot be overemphasised.

Stress-related diseases such as anxiety and depression, 
as well as other health disorders such as stroke, 
diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases can be improved 
if individuals increase their connection to nature. 

The increasing pressure brought about by technology 
leaves us little time and opportunity to recuperate 
the mental and physical energy that we utilize 
throughout the day.

Incorporating elements of nature directly or indirectly 
to your physical environment has demonstrated 
through research to have a considerable effect in 
helping to reduce stress levels, your blood pressure, 
stabilise the heart rate, increase productivity and lead 
to a general feeling of improvement in your wellbeing.

Titan are pleased to announce a wooden classroom chair 
range. Launching in April, their aim is to improve 
educational spaces through a connection with nature.

biophilic 
design

TITAN NURTURE T-NURTURE
T-BAG FLOOR CUSHIONS T-BAG-FLOOR 
ASTRAL TABLES CH0677
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Having a large window that can offer 
individuals views of nature can result in 
improved rates of recovery from stress.

What are the health benefits of Biophilia?

COMBAT THE EFFECTS OF URBANISATION

Biophilia is important today because as the contemporary 
world continues to become more urbanised, it has 
emerged that integrating Biophilic features into our day 
to day lives can help to combat the effects of urbanisation. 
Biophilic components are designed to mimic patterns, 
colours, textures and forms of nature, which can be 
practical since half of the world’s population will be located 
in urban centres.

IMPROVED HEALTH

Increasing biophilic elements in the workplace and at home 
has shown to benefit one’s health. For instance, having 
a large window that can offer individuals views of nature 
can result in improved rates of recovery from stress and 
faster recovery from anxiety and depression. Views of 
nature can also lead to increased concentration levels and 
it can have serious implications for healing.

ENHANCED MOODS

Biophilia has proven effective to enhance moods. 
Doing something as simple as taking a walk around the 
neighbourhood can have considerable effects on boosting 
your moods. Biophilia can be used alongside existing 
treatments to increase their effectiveness.

If you are interested in knowing more about the new 
Titan products being launched you can contact TC Group 
directly on 01454 207360 or email sales@tcoffice.co.uk
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WHATS NEW 
AT TC...

DATES IN THE DIARY
11TH - 15TH MARCH
New TC Catalogue launches

18TH - 22ND MARCH
Showroom open week - Come 
and see our new ranges!

APRIL
New Titan Catalogue launches

RECEPTION DESKS

FUSION PLUS DATA

Greet your visitors in style with TCs versatile reception concept that has everything 
you need to complete a fully modular solution for your reception area.

All base units are available with a DDA option for wheelchair users and panels are available to create a cool, 
clean modern look. 

Function is every bit as important as style and this innovative system makes it easy to include VDU’s, telephone 
systems and flexible storage to make sure your reception performs efficiently, conveys a professional image 
and gives a warm welcome.

TC Office’s catalogue is now available 
to users through the Prima Cloud 
back office and PrimaGO webstore.

Group Commercial Director of TC Group, Andrew Morgan commented on the partnership with FusionPLUS: “At TC 
Group, we place great importance on customer satisfaction and product value, as well as offering a high calibre 
next day and delivery & installation service nationwide. Our recent focus on internet sales was a huge driving 
factor behind partnering with FusionPlus, and we’re delighted to be able to offer our products and support to 
a wide range of new customers.”

If you are interested in accessing the new TC Group file you can contact our data department on data@
primasoftware.co.uk or contact TC Group directly on 01454 207360 or email sales@tcoffice.co.uk

TITAN STUDY CHAIR

Study is a perfect chair for filling assembly halls, canteens, 
meeting rooms and cafeterias. 

It is easy to position in rows, easy to stack, it has a simple 
and ergonomic design that is available in a wide range of 
coloured polypropylene shells (stocked in blue and black 
but available in any colour subject to MOQ).

The heavy duty Study chair has a high tensile steel frame 
with curved Polypropylene shell. The seat design on these 
chairs aids comfort and posture. 

Stacks up to 8 high and comes with a 5 year frame 
guarantee as standard.
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Collaborative 
learning
When it comes to education it can 
be hard to tailor it to every single 
student. However, there are things 
that you can do to try and make it as 
beneficial as possible. One of the best 
approaches that you can take is flexible 
learning environments.
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The benefits of a flexible learning environments 

So, what are the benefits of creating a flexible learning 
space? One is that it creates a more relaxed setting, 
this does not mean that the users have less respect 
for their learning space, but more so that they feel that 
they are comfortable in the space and ready to learn. 

Another huge benefit of a flexible learning environment 
is that it is a great way to encourage the students 
to come together, share their experience and their 
own skills. Collaborative learning is a great way to 
improve learning, it takes the control, not to mention 
the delivery away from the teacher and puts it in the 
control of the students. 

Social interaction is another benefit to flexible learning 
environments. Whilst it is key that children are 
educated, it is also important that they understand 
the importance of social interaction too. As this will 
form the building blocks for their future. 

How you can design a flexible learning environment 
with furniture 

It doesn’t have to be difficult to set up a flexible learning 
environment. One of the simplest things that you can 
do is to ensure that a variety of seating options are 
open to them. This can include the standard chairs 
and tables like the new titan uni chair or link tables, 
however there should also be cushions, couches, 
rugs and other choices that a student can decide to 
sit on that day. 

It also targets children that have a different approach 
to learning. Some children will like to feel that they 
have a classroom that is theirs and that there are no 
areas which are out of bounds. It also gives them a 
chance to head to particular areas that are ideal for 
quiet time and for reading. 

To really ensure that the students feel that they 
have had a part in their own learning space, you can 
involve them in the process of designing the flexible 
learning environment. 

Flexible learning spaces

Uni Chairs & folding tables: 5 different frames 
make it easy to create more flexible environments

Flexible learning environments allow for the students to find a 
learning space that works best for them and is also known to have 
a number of communication and collaboration benefits too.
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titan link tables: these can be 
configured to create working groups, 
then quickly rearranged to change the 
learning environment. 

That way, they have taken some ownership and will 
love to spend as much time as possible within their 
classroom setting. 

As you can see, not only is it easier than you may 
think to design a flexible learning environment, but it 

also can be incredibly beneficial too. Not only to the 
students that need to learn, but also to the person 
who is delivering the education



Our delivery and installation service removes all the stress 
associated with moving or setting up a space. 

20

D&I, 
doing it 
right

On Monday 28th January we 
met at SONDR’s new office in 
Clifton, Bristol to begin a 
Delivery and Installation.

Charlie Elliott
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As for an office fit out - we’ve got that covered. Our delivery and installation 
service removes all the stress associated with moving or setting up a space. 
Simply order the furniture you wish, get a quote for the delivery and 
installation process, and we’ll let you know what day we can get it done. It 
really is that simple.

We arrived at 8.30am and met with Mark Picton, Marketing Director at 
SONDR. Amazon package in hand and a huge smile on his face, we followed 
him up the stairs to check out the office space.

Glorious sunshine, rustic wooden floors and a fantastic view of Clifton 
greeted us. It became clear very quickly that this was going to be a fantastic 
creative working space.

We knew the furniture that had been chosen was going to look great!

Sondr
SONDR is a creatively inspired, data-driven full service Integrated 
Marketing, Advertising & Communications agency. They ‘Whip 
up Websites,’ manage social media, build brands and create 
content. In short, if a company needs a little revamp - they’ve 
got it covered.

“That would have taken 
me about 3 days, to do 
what you’ve just done 
in three hours.” 
Mark Picton, Sondr

biophilic elements real wood floors and large windows
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Paul Blount and Sam Spencer arrived to begin the installation.

Paul Blount has over five years of installation experience with TC. The secret to his success 
is knowing our products inside out and having absolute confidence in there ability to meet 
every office need.

From beginning to end the whole process took under 3 hours. We assembled all the furniture 
with great ease, moved it into the desired location, gave it a quick polish, removed all the 
packaging from the building and got a quick signature to check everything was A-ok.

To find out more about our Delivery and Installation service please contact:  
sales@tcoffice.co.uk
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Flexible 
desks for 
flexible 
settings

From the smallest studio to the largest 
call centre, TC Office have created a 
Bench configured to meet every need.

bench system with milan swivel chairs & talos steel
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Welcome to bench

Bench system desking 
is the perfect way 
of working, offering 
ultimate flexibility 
and utilising your space 
efficiently.
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With Bench, space optimisation is one of 
the main focuses. 

The ability to alter the frame and add 
an intermediate leg means a new addition 
to your team is accommodated quickly and 
easily. This is achieved without adding 
unnecessary steel work, and maintaining 
a clean and open space to work.

TC recommend a 2 person setup to start 
with, with the ability to extend your Bench 
system from there. Bench is particularly 
suitable for large, open plan spaces, 
allowing you to create an unlimited run 
of desks using our 2 person extension 
kits. It’s that easy.

In addition to TCs 2 person configurations, 
they also offer single Bench options to 
accommodate smaller spaces. With single 
person, 2 person and single extension 
unit options, the flexibility is there
to create whatever you need.
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From the smallest studio to the largest 
call centre, TC Office have created a Bench 
configured to meet every need. Design 
Insider spoke with Alex Worswick, Brand 
and Marketing Manager, who discussed the 
company and product portfolio that is 
suitable for most offices.

What is the history of TC Bench?

TC began selling a bench system 8 years ago and 
have completed projects through our network 
of dealers for many large blue chip companies 
including Sainsburys, King.com (the makers of 
candy crush!) and Epsom computers.

One interesting fact you may not know is that 
we started in 1990 working from an office in 
Chew Magna near Bristol, with a small warehouse. 
When we say ‘office’ we mean ‘bungalow’, and when 
we say ‘warehouse’ we mean ‘pig shed’, that’s 
right, we housed our furniture products in a 
converted old pig shed!

Please could you tell us about your design, business 
and production environmental considerations?

Here at TC we recognise that the environment 
is extremely important and therefore we want to 
make sure we make the smallest negative impact 
possible. Concern for the environment is an 
integral and fundamental part of TCs corporate 
business strategy and our Operations Director is 
responsible for overseeing and implementing policy 
requirements and representing environmental 
issues. We demonstrate this by using manufacturing 
processes which minimise adverse environmental 
impact and associated hazards in production, 
product use and disposal.

TC is certified to ISO 14001 environmental standards. 
We therefore comply with a strict set of criteria 
to ensure that our environmental impact is being 
measured and improved on every year.

We are also constantly working to reduce our 
environmental footprint. We understand the 
benefits that recycling can have on protecting 
our environment and reducing both our and our 
clients’ carbon footprint. We ensure that our 
products are designed to last and exceed their 
5 year guarantee. Once this long life has been 
exceeded the Bench products are made from 
recyclable steel or designed using components 
that can be easily refurbished and repaired to 
ensure the longevity of the product.

Could you tell us about your product portfolio? 

We have a full range of single or back to back 
bench systems in three desk sizes from stock, 
however we can create many bespoke sizes using 
our metal framework. This is complimented with a 
wide range of screens available in more than 40 
different fabric types and hundreds of colours, 
as well as a comprehensive accessories including 
power modules and monitor arms. This allows us to 
provide a complete solution for any size of office.

Please could you introduce us to your new 
flexible bench.

This versatile product allows you to add and remove 
workspaces as needed.  A 2 person configuration 
features two goal post end legs, 2 desk tops and 2 
structural beams. To create space to accommodate 
additional users, simply add an intermediate leg 
with your top and beams. With the implementation 
of the intermediate leg, you can extend your 
standard configuration by two spaces without 
taking up additional space. With Bench, we care 
about those finishing touches – the cable riser, 
cable tray and hidden screen brackets make the 
finished product look effortless and clean.

Where can we see examples of your ranges?

You can see our bench system and our other ranges 
at our head office showroom based in Bristol, 
simply contact us to make an appointment.

Rome mesh chairs are the perfect chair for use with bench



TC Florence chairs

thank you


